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Abstract. The paper proposes an approach to assess the semantic similarity among 
instances of an ontology. It aims to define a  sensitive measurement of semantic 
similarity, which takes into account different hints hidden in the ontology definition and 
explicitly considers the application context. The similarity measurement is computed by 
analyzing, combining and extending some of the existing similarity measures and 
tailoring them according to the criteria induced by specific application context. 

1  Introduction 

In this decade the ontologies have been imposing in the computer science as artifact to 
explicitly represent shared conceptualization. A remarkable research effort has been spending 
to develop new ontology languages, proper reasoning mechanisms and correlated 
management tools, but less attention is generally posed on the similarity among the ontology 
instances. 
Despite the similarity plays a central role in several activity as information retrieval, 
exploration and analysis, the most of research activity concerning the similarities has been 
carried out within the field of ontology alignment. However, as similarities for the ontology 
alignment strongly focus on the comparison of the structural parts of distinct ontologies, their 
adoption for assessing the similarity among instances belonging to an ontology might result 
misleading. A part from the similarity for ontology alignment, few other methods to assess 
similarities among instances and concepts have been proposed but they are far from being 
adopted as a standard framework in the similarity assessment. Unfortunately, they ignore that 
the ontology entities (classes, attributes, relations) might differently concur to define the 
similarity according to the application context where the similarity is defined. Moreover the 
ontology, as a formalization of a conceptualization, encodes many implicit information 
providing hints useful to suitably define the semantic similarity but  the existing methods 
partially consider them. 
The paper proposes a more sensitive measurement of semantic similarity considering some 
hints provided by the ontology and explicitly tailored on the application context. The basic 
concept in our approach is to assume that the information related to the application context 
play an important role in the similarity assessment, thus the first mission is to identify and 
formalise the criteria related to the application context, which affect the similarity 
measurement. Then the similarity among instances is defined by an amalgamation function, 
which aggregates different similarities, taking into account the influences of all the ontology 
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entities. The similarity measurements have been defined analyzing, combining and extending 
some of the existing similarity measures. Because of the lack of space only similarity with 
asymmetric property is considered in the paper. 

2  Related work 

Semantic similarity is an important concept, which seems to be designated to play a prevalent 
role in different fields of the Semantic Web. Currently it is relevant in the ontology alignment 
[1,2], conceptual retrieval [3] as well as semantic web service discovery and matching [4,5] 
and it is expected to increase its relevance in context as the metadata analysis [6].  
In the following some works related to the ontology similarity are shortly described: 
q Ontology alignment 
There are plenty of methods to align ontology, as pointed out by Euzenat et al. [2]. The 
semantic similarity is adopted in this context to figure out relations among the entities in the 
ontology schema. It is employed to compare the name of classes, attributes and relations, 
determining reasonable mapping between the ontologies. Some similarities adopted for the 
ontology alignment consider also quite expressive ontology language, (e.g., [1] focus on a 
subset of OWL Lite) but they mainly focus on the comparison of the structural aspects of 
ontology not on the similarity between instances as intended in this paper.  
q Similarity among elements of a lexicographic databases  
Different approaches to assess semantics similarity among concepts represented by words 
within lexicographic databases are available. They mainly rely on edge counting-base [7] or 
information theory-based methods [8].  The edge counting-base method assumes terms which 
are subjects of the similarity assessment as edges of a tree-like taxonomy and defines the 
similarity in terms of the distance between edges [7]. The information theory-based method 
defines the similarity of two concepts in terms of the maximum information content of the 
concept which subsumes them [9,10]. Recently new hybrid approaches have been proposed: 
Rodriguez and Egenhofer [11] takes advantage from the above methods and adds the idea of 
features matching introduced by Tversky [12]. Schwering [3] proposes a hybrid approach to 
assess similarity among concepts belonging to a semantic net. The similarity in this case is 
assessed comparing properties of concept as feature [12] or as geometric space [13]. 
In general these semantic approaches adopt ontology models that are not standard in the 
semantic web. On the one hand, Rada et al. [7], Resnik [9], Lin [10] work on lexicographic 
ontologies where the instances are not considered or are quite different from the instances 
intended in some language as RDF(S) or OWL. They could be applied to define a similarity 
among instances but they are doomed to fail since they ignore important information 
provided by the instances attributes and relations. On the other hand, Rodriguez and 
Egenhofer [11] and Schwering [3]  use the features or even conceptual spaces, information 
that are not native in the ontology and should be manually added. 
q Similarity among elements of an ontology language comparable to semantic web 

standards 
Other works define similarity relying on ontology models closer to those adopted in the 
semantic web standards. Hau et al. [5] identifies similar services measuring the similarity 
between their descriptions. To define a similarity measure on semantic services it explicitly 
refers to the ontology model of OWL Lite and defines the similarity among OWL objects 
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(classes as well as instances) in terms of the number of common RDF statements that 
characterize the objects. Maedche and Zacharias [14] adopts a semantic similarity measure to 
cluster ontology based metadata. The ontology model adopted in this similarity refers also  to 
IS-A hierarchy, attributes, relations and instances. The similarity is worked out considering 
hierarchies, attributes and relations shared by classes and instances. Even if these methods 
define similarity relying on ontology models which are more evolved than the taxonomy or 
terminological ontology, their design generally assume choices which are arguable in a real 
case study. For example in Hau et al. [5] the statements which are relevant for the similarity 
assessment are determined by fixing a distance (degree of description set) within the 
statements considered in the neighborhood. In our opinion this distance cannot be assumed  
independently from the entity consider during the similarity assessment. In the approach 
proposed by Maedche and Zacharias [14] all attributes or relations of a given class are 
relevant to determine the similarity among instances while their importance should depend on 
the context. Due to this simplification the mention similarity measurements fail to provide the 
tool to tailor the semantic similarity according to specific purposes in different application 
contexts. 

3  Semantic Similarity  

In this paper a semantic similarity among instances of an ontology is defined taking 
advantage from the similarity hints hidden in the ontology definition and by considering 
explicitly the application context.  
To precisely define the similarity, the definitions of the ontology model and the similarity are 
given. In particular, in this paper the ontology model with data type defined by Ehrig et 
al.[15] is adopted.  

Definition 1: Ontology with Data Type 

An Ontology with data type is a structure 
),,,,,,,,,,,,,,(: ARTCARARc llllVIARTCO ≤≤≤= σσ where:  

q C,T,R,A,I,V are disjointed sets respectively containing classes, data types, relations, 
attributes, instances and data values, 

q C≤ is the partial order on C, which defines the classes hierarchy, 

q R≤ is the partial order on R which defines the relation hierarchy, 

q A≤  is the partial order on A which defines the attributes hierarchy, 
q CCRR ×→:σ is the function that provides the signature for each relation, 
q TCAA ×→:σ  is the function that provides the signature for each attribute, 

q I
C Cl 2: →  is the function called class instantiation, 

q V
T Tl 2: → is the function called data type instantiation 

q II
R Rl ×→ 2: is the function called relation instantiation 

q VI
A Al ×→ 2: is the function called attribute instantiation 
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Two kinds of similarity can be adopted: similarity with symmetric or with asymmetric 
properties. 

Definition 2: Normalized Symmetric and Asymmetric Similarities 

A symmetric normalized similarity ]1,0[: →IxIS is a function that maps a pair of instances 
to a real number in the range [0,1] such that: 

SymmetryxySyxSIyx
MaximalityzySxxSIzyIx

ssPositiveneyxSIyx

),(),(,
),(),(,,,

0),(,

=∈∀
≥∈∀∈∀

≥∈∀
 

A normalized asymmetric similarity is a function ]1,0[: →IxIS where the symmetry axiom is 
not satisfied. 
 
The preference between symmetric and asymmetric similarity mainly depends on the 
scenario where the similarity is applied, there is no a-priori reason to formulate this choice. A 
complete framework to assess the semantic similarity among instances should provide both 
types of similarity. In this paper only the asymmetric similarity is described due to the lack of 
space. 
The proposed approach adopts the schematisation of the similarity framework defined by 
Ehrig et. al. [15]. Ehrig et. al. structures the similarity in terms of Data, Ontology and Context 
layers plus the domain knowledge layer which spans all the other. The data layer measures 
the similarity of entities by considering the data values of simple or complex data types such 
as integer and string. The ontology layer considers the similarities induced by the ontology 
entities and the way they are related each other. The Context layer assesses the similarity 
according to how the entities of the ontology are used in some external contexts.  
The framework defined by Ehrig is suitable to support the ontology similarity as well as 
instances similarity. In the paper the framework is extended and specialized to define a 
similarity among instances. Our contribution consists of an accurate formalization of the 
Context and Ontology layer. Concerning the data and domain knowledge layers the paper 
adopts a replica of what is illustrated in [15].  
In the context layer the formalization to express the similarity criteria induced by the 
application context is provided. The ontology layer combines and extends some existing 
methods to work out the similarity, it takes into account the criteria induced by the context as 
well as the hints scattered all over the ontology definition. The formalization of the 
application context is employed to parameterise the computation of the similarity in the 
ontology layer, forcing it to adhere to the application criteria. 
The overall similarity is defined by an amalgamation function, which aggregates some 
similarity functions defined within the ontology layer. 

Definition 3: Amalgamation Function 

Let be Sim  the overall similarity between two instances, ExternSim  and ExtensSim  two 
similarity functions defined in the ontology layer, wExternSim  and wExtensSim the weights to 
balance the functions importance. Sim  is defined by: 
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ExtensSimExternSim

ExtensSimExternSim

ww
iiExtensSimwiiExternSimw

iiSim
+
+

=
),(*),(*

),( 2121
21  

(1) 

In the paper, ExternSimw  and ExtensSimw  are equal to 1\2. 

In the below sections the context layer is described as well as the two similarities ExternSim  
and ExtensSim at the ontology layer. 

3.1  Context Layer  

Contexts are considered as local models that encode a party’s subjective view of a domain. 
The context layer is defined to assess the similarity according to how the entities are used in 
some external contexts [15]. This paper focuses on the Application Context, which explains 
how an entity of an ontology is used in the context of a given application. A formalization of 
the Application Context is defined providing a language to be adopted to tune the similarity 
assessment. 

3.1.1  Application Context  
The Application Context is a formalization of how the context affects the choice of the 
attributes and relations to be considered in the similarity assessment.  
Two factors influence the choice of the attributes and relations of a given ontology:  
q the class or the path to reach the class which the attributes and relations belong to, 
q the criteria adopted to compare the attributes and relations.  
Concerning the first factor, given an Application Context, not all the attributes and relations 
contained in the class have the same importance in the similarity assessment. Then the 
formalization of the Application Context should provide hints about the choice of the 
attributes and relations to be considered. Moreover, since the similarity between instances 
can be defined both in terms of the classes they belong to and recursively in terms of the 
classes having related instances, if we suppose to reach the classes by navigating the class 
relations, the path on the ontology graph induced by the navigation has to be taken into 
account!  
Let consider an example: supposing to have the ontology describing the research departments 
and to be interested in the similarities among researchers’ and publications’ instances. The 
similarity among researchers might be defined considering the common projects, their age, 
their shared publications and their participation at the same scientific events. On the other 
hand, the similarity among publications is defined in terms of type of publication (journal, 
conference proceeding, workshop, book, book chapter), date of publication, topics and the 
similarity among the co-authors. The comparison of researchers’ instances are involved in 
both the similarity assessments since to assess the similarity between two publications we 
recursively consider the similarity among the researchers who are the co-author. However not 
the same attributes are relevant for the comparison: for instance the attribute “age of the 
researchers” is functional in the assessment of the similarity between researchers and not in 
the recursively assessment of the similarity among publications. 
Concerning the latter factor, three different criteria to compare the attributes and relations are 
identified:  
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q Criteria based on the cardinality of the attributes or of the relations: the similarity is 
assessed according to the number of instances the relations have, or the number of values 
that an attribute assumes. For example, two researchers can be regarded as similar if they 
have a similar “number” of publications. We call Count the parameter to identify the 
cardinality. 

q Criteria based on the intersection between the set of attributes or of relations: the 
similarity is assessed according to the number of elements they have in common. For 
example, the more papers two researchers have in “common”, the more they are similar. 
We call Inter the parameter to evaluate the intersection.  

q Criteria based on the similarity of attributes and relations: the similarity is assessed in 
terms of similarity of attributes values and related instances, For example two researchers 
are as similar as they have “similar” publications. We call Simil, the parameter to evaluate 
the similarity. 

Thus to provide an accurate formalism for the Application Context, it is needed to model 
these two factors.  
To be more precise the application context is expected to be provided by an ontology 
engineer according to specific application needs. The following formalization provides the 
restrictions that the Application Context must adhere to. In particular, the application context 
formalization is given  relying on the concepts of   “sequence of elements belonging to a set 
X”, “path of recursion” and  “set of path of recursion”. 

Definition 4: Sequences of a Set X 

Given a set X, a sequence s of elements of X with length n is defined by the function 

[ ] +∈→ NnXns ,,..,1:  (2) 

It is represented in simple way by the list [s(1),..,s(n)]. 
Let be }],1[:|{ XnssS n

X →=  the set of sequences on X having length n and 
mn
YX

m
Y

n
X SxSS +

∪→⋅ :   the operator “concat” between two sequences. 

Definition 5: Path of Recursion  

A path of recursion p with length i is a sequences that satisfies the follow conditions  

RjpijCpSp i
RC ∈∈∀∧∈∧∈ ∪ )(],2[)1(  (3) 

Let name P the set of paths of recursion defined by, 

})(],2[)1(|{UU
++ ∈

∪
∈

∈∈∀∧∈∈==
Ni

i
RC

Ni

i RjpijCpSpPP  
(4) 

Moreover, let define the following functions in terms of the ontology model with data type:  
q   )},()(,|:{)(;2: tcaTtAacC Aa

A
a =∈∃=→ σδδ the set of attributes of C  ∈c . 

q   )},()()',()(',|:{)(;2: tcaccrTtCccAarR ARa
A

a ′=∧=∈∃∈∃=→ σσδδ the set of 
attributes of r∈ R. 

q R
r C 2: →δ ;   )},()(,|:{)( ccrCcRrc Rr ′=∈′∃= σδ the set of relations of C ∈c . 
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q  )},()(|:{)(;2: ccrCcCcrR Rc
C

c ′=∈∃′=→ σδδ the set of concepts reachable 
through r. 

q R
r R 2: →δ ;   )},()();(,|:{)( ccrrcCcRrr RCr ′=′∈′∃∈∃′= σδδ the set of relations of 

the concepts reachable through r  . 
q  )},()()(|:{)(;2: ccrcrCccC Rrc

C
c ′=∈∃′=→ σδδδ the set of concepts related to 

C ∈c  through a relation. 

Definition 6: Application Context 

Given the set P set of paths of recursion, let call },,{ SimilInterCountL =  the set of 
criteria adopted to compare the attributes and relations of a class,  the Application Context is 
defined by a function AppCont adhering to the follow signature.    

)2()2(: LRLAPAppCont ×× ×→  (5) 

The signature of AppCont is defined more precisely in inductive way on the length of the path 
of recursion where: 
1. Base (AppCont for path of recursion with length equal to 1) 

)2()2(),( ))1(())1((1 LprLpaAppCont relattrPp ×× ×∈ →∈ δδ  (6) 

2. Inductive step: starting from the AppCont on a path of recursion having length n  

RnprelattrPp LnprLnpaAppContn ∈×∈ →∈ ×× )()2()2(),( ))(())(( δδ  (7) 

     the AppCont on a path of recursion having length equal to n +1 is defined by:   

relSimilr
relattrpAppCont

rppPpSr
relattrPp

n
R

LnprLnpaAppContn

∈∧
=

⋅=′∈∈
×∈ →∈′ ×+′×+′+

),(
),()(

;;
)2()2(),(

1

))1(())1((1 δδ  

(8) 

In particular, let X be an instantiation of ‘R’ or ‘A’, AppContA and AppContR, two operators 
which define two functions  2: LR

R PAppCont ×→ and  LA
A PAppCont ×→ 2:  so that for 

each path of recursion they return respectively the set of relevant relations and the set of 
relevant attributes, and satisfy the condition of univocity in the recursion path . 

),(),()(),()(),(
2),(2),(, )()(

lxlxpAppContlxpAppContlx
lxlxPp

XX

LRALRA

′′=⇔∈′′∧∈
∈′′∃∈∀∈∀ ×∪×∪

 
(9) 

3.2  Ontology layer 

In the ontology layer the similarity functions which compose the amalgamation function 
(definition 3) are defined. In particular, two similarities with asymmetric properties are 
defined respectively according to a “structural comparison” or an “extensional comparison”. 
The “structural comparison” measures the instances similarity at the level of ontology 
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schema: given two instances, it compares the classes they belong to considering the attributes 
and relations shared by the classes and their position within the class hierarchy. The 
“extensional comparison” compares the extension of the ontology entities; in practice, it 
bases the similarity assessment on the attributes values as well as the related instances.  
In the ontology layer additional hypotheses concerning the ontology model and the similarity 
are introduced: 
q All classes defined in the ontology have the fake class Thing as super-class. 
q Given i1∈lc(c1), i2∈lc(c2), if c1 c2 have a common super-class different from Thing, their 

similarity is equal to 0.  
q The least upper bound (lub) between c1 c2, which is defined as the immediate super-class 

of c1 c2 that subsumes both classes, is unique. 
This hypothesis at first sight might appear quite strong but it could be clearly motivated 
considering the role played by the IS-A relation. Additionally, they aim to force the lub to be 
a sort of “template class” providing the attributes and relations shared by the instances and 
through which it is possible to perform the instances comparison.  

3.2.1  Similarity according to structural comparison 
The similarity function ExternSim  performs the structural comparison between two 
instances i1∈lc(c1), i2∈lc(c2) in terms of the classes c1, c2 that the instances belong to. More 
formally ),(),( 2121 ccExternSimiiExternSim =  with )(),( 2211 clicli cc ∈∈ . 

Definition 7: ExternSim similarity  

Let define two similarities Slots Matching( SM ) and Classes Matching(CM ) and the 
respectively weights SMw  and CMw  in the range [0,1]. The similarity between two classes 
according to the external comparison is defined by: 








+
+

=
=

Otherwise
ww

ccCMwccSMw
ccif

ccExternSim

CMSM

CMSM ),(*),(*
1

),( 2121

21

21  

(10) 

wSM and wCM are defined for the purpose of this paper equal to 1\2.  
The Classes Matching similarity is characterized by the distance between two classes with 
respect to the hierarchies induced by C≤  as well as the depth in the hierarchy where the 
classes lay. On the contrary the Slots Matching similarity is based on the shared attributes 
and relations. Moreover it is affected by the number of attributes and relations shared by the 
two instances as well as the overall number of attributes and relations of the instances. The 
rationale behind it is that two classes having a plenty of attributes and only few attributes in 
common are less similar than two classes having less attributes but the same attributes in 
common.  
The two similarities are defined in the following paragraphs. 

3.2.1.1  Classes Matching Similarity (CM  ) 
Classes Matching is a similarity evaluated in terms of distance of the classes with respect to 
the IS-A hierarchy. In this paper it is based on the concept of Upwards Cotopy (UC) of a 
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class ic . UC represents the set of classes containing ic  and all classes having it as 
subclasses. We considered the definition of UC provided by [14] and adapting it to an 
asymmetric similarity. 

Definition 8: Upwards Cotopy (UC)  

The Upwards Cotopy with respect to a set X and an associated partial order x≤  is:  

})(|{)( jijXijiX
xxxxCxxUC =∨≤∈=≤  (11) 

The Upwards Cotopy with respect to the set of classes C and an associated partial order C≤  
is defined by: })(|{:)( jijCijiC

ccccCccUC =∨≤∈=≤ . 

)( icUC
C≤

 can be thought as the set of classes composing the path to reach the furthest super-

class (Thing) of the hierarchy from ci.  
 

Definition 9: Class Matching Asymmetric Similarity  
Given two classes c1, c2,, the Upwards Cotopy of the set C and an associated partial order 

C≤ , the Class Match similarity with asymmetric property is defined by: 

)(

)()(
:),(

1

21
21

cUC

cUCcUC
ccCM

C

CC

≤

≤≤ ∩
=  

(12) 

CM Similarity captures the similarity between two classes considering the number of classes 
that are in common in the hierarchy. Of course the relevance of the common classes increases 
of importance with the decreasing of classes needed to join 1c  to the root of the hierarchy. 

3.2.1.2  Slot Matching Similarity 
Concerning the similarity with respect to shared slots , the one proposed by Rodriguez and 
Egenhofer [11] can be borrowed . It is based on the concept of distinguishing features which 
are employed to differentiate subclasses from their super-class. In their proposal, different 
kinds of distinguishing features are considered (i.e. attributes, functionalities, and parts) but 
no one coincides immediately with the native entities in the ontology model. The aims of our 
approach are to assess similarity among classes within a well defined ontology (see definition 
1). Of course it would be possible to manually annotate the classes adding the distinguishing 
features but our approach prefers to focus on what is already available in the ontology model. 
Therefore attributes and relations are mapped as a kind of distinguishing features. The 
asymmetric similarity coherently defined by Rodriguez and Egenhofer, is extended to the 
ontology model taking into account the partial order on the relations ( R≤ ) and the attributes 
( A≤ ).  

Definition 10: Slot Matching Similarity  

Given two classes c1,c2, two kinds of features (attributes and relations), wa, wr, the weights of 
the features, the similarity function SM between c1 and c2 is defined in terms of the weighted 
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sum of the similarities aS  and rS , where aS   is the slot matching according to the 
attributes and rS  in the slot matching according to the relations. 

 (13) 

The sum of weights is expected to be equal to 1, and for simplicity we assume to be equal, 
therefore wa=wr=1/2.  
The two slots matching ( aS ) and ( rS ) rely on the definitions of slot importance and slot 
similarity as defined in the following. 

Definition 11: Function α of “Slot Importance”  

Let c1, c2, be two distinct classes, d the class distance in term of edges in a IS-A hierarchy 
and lub the immediate super-class that subsumes both classes. α is the function that 
evaluates the importance of the difference between the two classes.  










>−

≤
=

lub),(lub),(
),(

lub),(
1

lub),(lub),(
),(

lub),(

),(

21
21

1

21
21

1

21
cdcd

ccd
cd

cdcd
ccd

cd

ccα  

 

(14) 

The value of α is between 0 and 0.5. In particular, α=0 if the differences of a class with 
respect to the other are the only important differences for the evaluation of the similarity, 
α=0.5 if the differences of both classes are equally important. 

Definition 12: Slots Similarity  

Let t be a kind of distinguishing feature (t= attribute or t= relation), X and Y sets of elements 
of a kind of distinguishing feature t,  x∈X, y∈Y two slots. 
The similarity between two slots x∈X, y∈Y is defined by: 

|)()(|
|)()(|

),(
yUCxUC
yUCxUC

yxSim
tt

tt
t

≤≤

≤≤
≤ ∪

∩
=  

(15) 

The slot similarity between two sets X and Y of elements of a kind of distinguishing feature t 
with respect to the related hierarchy t≤  is defined by:  

|)||,(|

))(,(max

),(
}|:{

YXMin

xfxSim

YXSim Xx
tbijectivegYXgf

t












=
∑
∈

≤
→∈

≤  

 

(16) 

Definition 13: Slot Matching asymmetric similarity according to the feature t 

Given two classes c1 (target) and c2, (base), let be: 
q tC1  and tC2  the sets of features of type t respectively of c1 and c2; 

q )(\
~

2111
tttt CCCC ∩= and )(\

~
2122
tttt CCCC ∩= respectively the set of distinguishing 

features that tC1 does not share with tC2 and tC2  does not share with tC1 ; 

),(),(),( 212121 ccSccSccSM rraa ⋅+⋅= ωω
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q t∩  the intersection among sets of features of type t according to hierarchy t≤  defined by  

)
~

,
~

( 212121
tt

t
ttt

t
t CCSimCCCC ≤+∩=∩ ; 

q t\ the sets difference according to hierarchy t≤  defined by 

)
~

,
~

(\\ 212121
tt

t
ttt

t
t CCSimCCCC ≤−= ; 

The Slot Matching similarity ),( 21 ccS t  according to the feature t with asymmetric property 
is defined by: 

t
t

tt
t

tt
t

t

t
t

t

t
CCccCCccCC

CC
ccS

1221212121

21
21

\)),(1(\),(
),(

αα −++∩

∩
=  

(17) 

3.2.2  Similarity according to the Extensional Comparison  
The extension of entities plays a fundamental aspect in the assessment of the similarity 
among the instances. Supposing to assess the similarity of two instance i1,i2,  it is possible to 
determine their classes, and to consider their lub. The lub provides a common base to 
compare the instances, belonging to different classes, since it represents instances of 
attributes and relations, which are expected to be in common. Finally, the comparison of 
instances with respect to the lub and the Application Context provides information about 
what attributes and relations must be considered. The similarity by extensional comparison is 
characterised by two similarities: a similarity comparing the attributes of the instances and a 
similarity comparing the relations of the instances. 

Definition 14: Extensional Asymmetric Similarity  

Given two instances i1∈lc(c1), i2∈lc(c2), c=lub(c1,c2), p∈P by p=[c] a path of recursion. Let 

),( 21 iiSim
p
a  and 21 ,( iiSim

p
r ) be the similarity measurements between instances considering 

respectively the attributes and the relations. The extensional similarity with asymmetric 
property is defined: 





 =

=
OtherwiseiiSim

ii
iiExtensSim p

I
),(

1
),(

21

21
21  

(18) 

Where ),( 21 iiSim
p
I  is the overall similarity between instances of the set I defined by: 

Pp
cc

iiSimiiSim

iiSim
ra

cr

p
r

ca

p
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The index p is a kind of stack of recursion adopted to track the navigation of relations 

whenever the similarity among instances is defined in terms of related instances. ),( 21 iiSim
p
a  

and ),( 21 iiSim
p
r  are defined by a unique equation in the following definition. 

 
Definition 15: Similarity on Attributes and Relations  
Given two instances i1∈lc(c1), i2∈lc(c2), c=lub(c1,c2), p∈P by p=[c] a path of recursion, let 
be: 
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related to the instance i by the relation r, 
?  AppCont the Application Context defined according to the restriction  in section 3.1 
?  }|)2()1(:{ bijectiveisgiXiiXigFX →= . 

The similarity between instances according to their attributes or relations is. 
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a
TSim  is the similarity defined for the attribute a  having data type T. It will be provided by 

the data layer as suggested by [15]. It is important to note that each time the similarity is 
assessed in terms of related instances (that is )(),( pAppContSimilr R∈ ) the relation that is 
followed to reach the related instances is added to track of recursion. Thus it is possible to 
apply the proper AppCont to the correct path of recursion.  
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4  Application Example 

Let consider part of the ontology KA1 which defines concepts from academic research (Fig. 
1) and let focus on two distinct applications: a comparison of the researchers according to 
their experiences and a comparison of the researchers with respect to their research interests.  
These analyses are performed evaluating the similarity with respect to two distinct 
Application Contexts: let call AppContExp and AppContInte the application context 
respectively for the research experience analysis and for the research interest analysis. They 
are defined in the formulas 21 and 22. The similarity among researchers with respect to the 
AppContExp is defined considering the number of publications and projects they have. 
Roughly, two researchers are assessed as similar if they have a similar number of 
publications and projects. Considering the second Application Context AppContInte two 
researchers are assessed as similar if they have publications and projects that are common 
and similar research interests. The attributes of the ontology are not considered in both the 
Application Contexts. This is a simple example which aims to point out how the 
formalization of Application Context provides a mean to tailor the similarity measure 
according to the Application Context, and to demonstrate that also starting from a unique 
ontology the similarity has to be tailored according to the Application Context.   
As final remark, it is worth to note that both the mentioned contexts result in terminating 
similarity assessments. In some sense, this happens since the functions representing the 
Application Contexts are numerable and finite. 

 
Fig. 1. Ontology defining concepts related to the academic research. 
 

                                                        
1 http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/ka.owl 
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5  Conclusion and Future Work 

The paper proposes an approach to assess the semantic similarity given a precise ontology 
model. It combines and extends different existing similarity methods taking into account the 
hints scattered both in the external and extensional part of the ontologies. The formalization 
of different Application Contexts is provided as a mean to parameterise the similarity 
assessment, and to formulate a measurement more sensible to the specific application needs.  
Since similarity is expected to play a crucial role in the Semantic Web, we believe that our 
approach will become an important tool to support the analysis task. 

Nevertheless some research and development issues are still open. For example in the 
paper only the asymmetric similarity has been defined, there is not an a-priori reason. We are 
aware that a complete framework requires both symmetric and asymmetric similarity 
according to the scenario where it has to be applied. Moreover in the proposed approach the 
Application Context affects only the similarity defined by the extensional comparison. It 
could be interesting to further analyse if the context result also in the external comparison 
similarity. Finally, it would be worth to precisely formalize the conditions related the path of 
recursion to ensure the termination of the similarity assessment, to extend the similarity to 
ontology model towards OWL and to test it on a specific user case. 
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